Targetlite 2448 Assembly Instructions
Note: Before using your Targetlite Target Stand, Please follow all safety precautions when handling and discharging firearms. The
Targetlite Target Stand is NOT a bullet trap or bullet stop! Be sure you have an adequate backstop behind the target stand and be
aware of what is directly behind the target stand and your backstop. Never shoot in the direction of people, houses, telephone poles,
or across a road.

Required Items:
A) Targetlite Target Stand
B) The Targetlite Cardboard Box, or any other suitable 24” wide piece of cardboard for backing.
C) 1” x 2” x 8’ wood ferring strips, available at your local hardware store or lumber yard. Precut the ferring strips to
your desired height. Approximately 3’-4’ is suitable for prone or bench rifle shooting and approx. 5’ is suitable for
handgun or bow shooting. Ferring strips may be damaged or destroyed during shooting, so you may wish to prepare an
extra set or two.
D) A staple gun with minimum 1/2” staples or large tacks. These will be used to attach the cardboard to the ferring
strips and the target to the cardboard..
E) Targets

Assembly Instructions:
1) Remove each leg (A) from cross
bar (B) by unscrewing and removing
the wingnuts. Retain the wingnut for
use later.

(B)

2) Lay the legs (A) on the ground
with the bolts facing up.
3) Position the cross bar (B) over the
legs so that the mounting bolts pass up
through the leg slots and through the
holes in the top of the cross bar.
4) Reattach the wingnut to the bolt
and tighten. HAND TIGHTEN
ONLY!
5) Slide the 1”x2” ferring strips into the vertical tubes.
6) Staple the cardboard backing to the ferring strips at the desired height. To use the
box supplied with the Targetlite Target Stand, cut the “wings” off of the ends of the box.
Then cut down the one of the folded edges of the box from one end to the other and lay
flat.

(A)

7) Now, staple your target to the cardboard. Be carefull, staples that penetrate
through the cardboard are sharp.
8) Enjoy a great day of shooting!

How to carry
Disassembly and Storage Instructions:
1) Reverse the Assembly instruction to return the Targetlite
Target Stand to it’s compact package.

Warranty:
This product is warrantied against manufacturing defect for a period of One (1) year from date of purchase. Although
this product is designed to be shot at, the base portion of the stand is not designed to be shot, deliberately or accidentally. Therefore, any damaged that is caused by a projectile hitting the target stand is not covered under warranty.
However, we have done extensive testing on this product and have found that due to its durable construction, it can
withstand several impacts without seriously affecting its’ operation.
For warranty questions, contact us at the number listed below.
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